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Family Magic Items
Family magic items are treasures that increase in
magical strength when brought together, though
each is powerful on its own. These items are
typically created in sets, but might be flung across
the world or the multiverse, making each hunt for an
item in a set an adventure. The collection of an entire
family could be the central story of a campaign.

Gifts of Nature
The Gifts of Nature are items rumored to be hidden
in naturally occurring landforms, such as lakes,
volcanoes, forests, and desserts. An ancient druid
circle created these items then gave them to beast
guardians to keep hidden and safe. The druids
believed that heroes worthy of the items’ power
would find and claim them when the natural world
is threatened.

Regrowth
If every item in this family is attuned to a different
wielder and within 5 feet of a creature or the
remains of a dead creature, the wielders can use the
items to cast the regeneration spell on a creature or
the resurrection spell on a creature’s remains
requiring no material components. All the wielders
must consent and participate in the spellcasting as if
each was casting the spell alone. The wielders
cannot cast either spell this way again until next
dawn.

Cloak of the Thunder Boar
Wondrous item, legendary (requires attunement)
This cloak is made from the hide of a boar and
crackles with little bolts of harmless blue electricity
when the wearer is enraged. While you wear this
cloak, you are immune to lightning and thunder
damage. In addition, as an action you can shoot a
bolt of lightning at one creature you can see within
120 feet of you. The target must succeed on a DC 15
Dexterity saving throw or take 4 (1d8) lightning
damage.
Family Item. Both the DC for the Dexterity save to
avoid the cloak’s lighting bolt increases by 1 and the
lighting bolt’s damage increases by 1d8 lightning
damage for every creature other than you attuned to
an item in the Gifts of Nature family within 1 mile of
you on the same plane of existence.

Cudgel of Oaken Strength
Weapon (club), legendary (requires attunement)
This sturdy length of oak howls like a strong wind
when swung and is carved with the Druidic word for
“strength.” The club has a +3 bonus to attack and
damage rolls and deals 1d10 bludgeoning damage
on a hit.
Family Item. While you are attuned to this club,
your Strength score and Strength score maximum
increase by 1 for every creature other than you
attuned to an item in the Gifts of Nature family
within 1 mile of you on the same plane of existence.

Figurine of Dinosaur Power
Wondrous item, legendary (requires attunement)
This figurine carved from igneous rock depicts a
tyrannosaurus rex. It is a figurine of wondrous power
that can become a tyrannosaurus rex for up to 8
hours. It can’t be used again until 7 days have passed.
Family Item. Reduce the time during which this
item cannot be used after turning into a
tyrannosaurus rex by 1 day for every creature other
than you attuned to an item in the Gifts of Nature
family within 1 mile of you on the same plane of
existence.

Ring of the Plant Mage
Ring, legendary (requires attunement)
This ring is made of a little strip of white birch bark
curled into a circle and adorned with holly berries.
While you wear this ring, you can speak with plants
you can see within 30 feet of you and question them
about events in the spell's area within the past day,
gaining information about creatures that have
passed, weather, and other circumstances. In
addition, as an action you can step into a Large or
larger inanimate plant and exit from a different
Large or larger inanimate plant within 30 feet of the
first.
Family Item. While you wear this ring, your skin
gains a rough, bark-like appearance and grants you a
bonus to AC which you gain while you are not
wearing armor (though you can still use a shield and
gain this benefit). The AC bonus equals the total
number of creatures other than you attuned to an
item in the Gifts of Nature family within 1 mile of you
on the same plane of existence.
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Tooth of the Behemoth
Wondrous item, legendary (requires attunement)
This 6-inch-long, ivory tooth is attached to a strand
of tough twine and can be worn around the neck.
The Druidic word for “bite” is carved into one side.
While wearing the tooth, you gain a +3 bonus to
attack and damage rolls you make with unarmed
strikes and natural weapons. Such attacks are also
considered magical. In addition, your hearing, vision,
and sense of smell become much keener, granting
you advantage on Wisdom (Perception) checks that
rely on those senses.
Family Item. When you wear this tooth and you
hit with an unarmed strike or natural weapon, you
deal an extra 1d4 fire damage for every creature
other than you attuned to an item in the Gifts of
Nature family within 1 mile of you on the same plane
of existence.
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